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The prostitute’s parenting consulted deaths 

Like Homer’s infamous written scripts of tragedies, there are sufficient in our country 

and all over the world, being sexual is a sensible issue with everybody.   There are only a thin 

line apart between prostitution and having sex with multi people for recreationally.   One will be 

doing it to support family or to fund for their needs and others do it at their own expense and to 

satisfy their desire that rock the world like a Trojan horse inside the Troy palace.   There are 

many old tales of what caused the majority of women or seldom have men and the effect taken 

its place by them turning their torment into a profession.   I’m not going to tell you about why 

prostitutes are bad for our society or perhaps why they are in the worse class of hoodlums or any 

term that you can come to think of!   The story I will be telling; to this day still shook the small 

town in England with plenty of shocks and people trembles when thinking about how they 

remember the person whom were a daughter of a prostitute and turned into a killer.   Enter Mary 

Bell, the 10 then 11 years old girl who killed two young children. 

I will get to the story in a bit.   The most cases of prostitution have been divided in 

statistics for variety kinds of abuse.   The most common knowledge of statistics are that the 

prostitutes are likely to become a prostitute mainly due to being molested as a child, perhaps they 

got kidnapped and trained to become one.   Heck, every bit of imaginary of the concept about 

prostitute is pretty same, they probably have sexual transmitted-disease, small bad (bad hygiene), 

aren’t as intelligent as the norms and etc.   Like a 12-years old boy playing football with a bunch 

of fifteen years old boys; I just want to be here and defy the odds.   The story begin with a 

Christian woman, Betty Bell who were raised in a family with appearing normal parents until 



when she was sixteen she had Mary Bell.   The story goes downward from there as there is no 

reliable source for who was the father, rumored to be a persistent career criminal, Billy Bell who 

later married Betty after Mary was born.   Billy was inside the prison as much he was outside so 

he never was the father figure to begin with, Betty turned to prostitution as a profession however, 

this wasn’t the case to “support her family and to put the food on table” but rather her preference. 

Living in Newcastle, a really poor neighbor in England where there are many remaining 

deconstructed buildings from World War II and Betty would travel to Glasgow in England to 

work (prostitution) and would many times, tried to give up Mary to her family and were 

persistently neglecting Mary as Mary become a two-legged child afterward the four-legged 

crawling baby.   The impact of child neglect is greater than anybody would have guessed; you 

don’t have to be sexually abused as a child to become a traumatized or troubled person in future.    

I will elaborate on the cause and effect of prostitution.   Mary was a psychopath child who 

henceforth, strangled a boy a day before her birthday and killed other one later.   Mary was a 

very troubled child who showed a lot of detached emotions, literally no emotional response to 

hearing people talking about a death of little boy.   The second child Mary slaughtered by the 

construction zone, Martin Brown- after Martin’s death and her mother was vividly upset.   Mary 

Bell once visited her and as Mary looked up into Martin Brown’s mother, June Richardson’ 

sadden eyes and snipped with a dark smirk, said “Do you miss your son?”   She was 

considerably upset and kicked Mary out, many children become afraid of Mary and her not quite 

intelligent friend, Norma Bell who was basically a Robin to the Batman.  

When actually caught and put into the interrogation room, Mary showed no misery and 

answered every question with swift responses.   Mary later was found guilty with two charges of 

manslaughter and confiscated into all-boys detention home.   Sometime later in the documentary 



video I watched (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moFhGzE_xRI), the interview with Betty 

have gave me more interest in what, why, how Mary, an intelligent child who are very 

comfortable within her peers have been secretly a psychopath and killed two young boys?   In 

the video, the interview was very… vaguely, she seem to be slurring and well-drained 

emotionally.   She seem to resent Mary as her own but at same time at other source of mine, she 

tried to reel Mary into write her some crazy tales and poems so she could sell for her own 

benefits.   It became more clearly, as Mary hit the puberty, she became an adolescent and in one 

of her letter she wrote a very hateful letter toward her biological mother: resenting her not being 

there for Mary as she grow and she blamed greatly on mother’s profession, prostitution.   Mary’s 

conscience seems to become clearer as she ages even though if she continued the disturbing 

behaviors in her late teens.   Question remaining, which is more of a greater deal; the cause or 

effect of Mary’s behavior? 

Upon the research I took on child abuse, it was profoundly shocking as the statistics 

showed child neglect surpassing every other category of abuse at 78.3% where the next closest 

abuse is physical abuse at 18.3% (http://www.childhelp.org/pages/statistics).   The sexual abuse 

only comes at 9.3% I’m trying to connecting all the dots between Mary Bell’s disturbing 

behaviors and Betty Bell’s profession.   In few biographies, Betty’s family stated that she would 

try to give up Mary at every turn, Mary would be stranded at home for her just to go out and play 

whereabouts and as she please.   It is a good argumentative statement that the poverty played a 

role, within profession, education, and child neglect.   Many have a misconception about the 

prostitution as many would foresee them as victims, when at the most cases they were victims 

but not in the sake of their choice of professions as most of the time it was their own choice.   

Now, the tricky part of writing this and confirming my stand on their choice; as the statistics 



showed, they usually were kidnapped, recruited, and trained to become one and in their cases can 

you really say they chosen to be, not forced upon their will?   I can’t determine this, especially 

when I’m a college student writing the paper with many assumptions and estimates   I try my 

best with my observation toward the many factoids as I can discover, I divine the traumas and 

consequences of cause and effect. 

Growing up in a Catholic culture, I have discovered the many dark demons within the 

community and church.  I realize my position and staring down at the picture of Mary Bell.   I 

have to ask myself, “Were Betty molested as a child?”   What about, Mary Bell?   Just because 

what’s not said, doesn’t mean it didn’t happen.   I’m amazed by how many times the child abuse 

occurred and it’ll be left unsaid.   Could have somebody prevented the children from such 

tragedy, a system perhaps where they create a Voight-Kampff like exam?   I learned the meaning 

of Voight-Kampff from watching the movie “Blade Runner” but it is an interesting concept, an 

exam to create a situation and scenario of tragedies or sadness and you have to stimulate with an 

emotional reaction, in the movie the purpose of test was to determine whether you are a clone or 

human.   Fortunately we aren’t clones and I also realized that the test Voight-Kampff can be 

defeated by somebody like Mary bell.   I thought, “Great now what?”   I’m sadden by the day my 

child will be born laid onto the Earth and Water of this world, the demonic people that exists in 

the world but I know for sure about one thing: tragedy or not, I might be able to prevent it or 

reduce the possibilities but in the end I will have to be the parent to hold them on dearly when 

they got hurt and let them know I love them no matter what, nothing will set anyone apart.   

Prostitution, I think it have become a culture, not rather a sex/rape culture but rather a ripple 

effect from being a born-raised in the poverty. 



Great comparisons to begin with; there are many male-prostitutes who hang out at golf, 

county clubs who reclaim the term “male escort” and not a prostitute.   How they do it, is how 

they view it not how we see it.   "Brian Howe had no mother, so he won't be missed." "Murder 

isn't that bad, we all die sometime anyway",(http://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bell-mary-

flora.htm). All came out Mary Bell’s mouth; he showed no misery for the deaths of children.  In 

my opinion, I hold Betty Bell accountable for the influence of prostitution and child neglect upon 

Mary Bell which becomes a stronger effect than many would think.   Mary Bell now herself is a 

grandmother, due to the court request of anomaly; her own children have been provided security 

with anonymous names so they won’t be targets in people eyes 

(http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1110123/Child-killer-Mary-Bell-grandmother-51-But-

I-left-grief-says-victims-mother.html). I have to wonder can the court assure the safety of Mary 

Bell’s children and even grandchildren, I know if it was up to my call, I wouldn’t have gave the 

permit of breeding children but not for the sake of a murderer’s bloodline but for the sake of 

public’s conformity.   Bottom-line, I think we shouldn’t be too hard on prostitutes but heck, we 

should moderate everything and make sure nobody go through a childhood trauma because we 

don’t deserve to live in the world of traumas. 


